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With the aid of an inverse dispersion relation,

which gives the imaginary part of the fusion inclusive polari-

sation potential (IPP) in terns of the principal part Integral

involving the real part of the IPP, the sub-barrier fusion of

heavy inos is discussed. The systesi **O+rsm is taken as an

exaapl*. The reactive contwc of the extracted IPP is ana*

lysed within the coupled channels theory.
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A natural framework within which the well-es-

tablished phenomenon of the enhance*tent of heavy-ion cub-bar-

rier fusion over the prediction of one-dimensional barrier

penetration calculation ', can be tack*led i» the coupled

channels theory. In fact most of the early mode-Is developed

for this purpose such as that of Isbensen2*, Dasso et al.3>

and Lindsay ami «owley , are based on thin theory, though in

a schematic way. fteeently, several authors have addressed the

heavy-ion compound nocleus formation cross section In the

presence of directly coupled channels in the entrance stage»

This entails using for the inclusive fusion cross section an

expression which explicitly shows the action of the non-elastic

channels. In fact one finds4"*6'

where •£ ' represents the exact wave function of the HI

in channel i and wj the imaginary part of the piece of the

corresponding optical potential which represents absorption

due to fusion in channel i.

Clearly a numerical coupled channels naicwlattnn

of oF one should obtain the same value as that extracte di-

rectly from Eq. (1). However Eq. (1) serves as a useful

guideline to develops approximate expressions for op which

exhibit, in a transparent way the coupled channels effects.

Udagawa et al. ' and Vagarajan *nd Satchler ', have recently
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. 11| to discuss the sub-barrier fusion of several HI

Mber%a» Udagaua et *1.7) developed • purely gcome-

toei optical sodel for op based on £q. O># N-5
J on the

her heed emplojeri arguments based on the recently, rather

tsttjiively. studied dispersion relation (OS) technique,

«ally discussed: In the context of elastic scattering. The

ry nice worm of ftagarajan, Mahaux and £*-*• *^ *A

ar-baxxier elastic scattering of "O+*rtPbY0>, demonstrated

of the OR In explaining the optical potential

far as the fusion work of K-S8), however, their

restricted to qualitative argimwnts concerning

m nature of ihe energy dependence of the effective prUmHai

«d in an effective one channel description of fusion. No

towards the elucidation of the reactive

mtsftt of this potential.

The purpose of this letter is to fully explore

relation technique in the context of sub-bar-

heaifj Ion fusion reactions. By extracting the energy-

correction to the "frozen" proximity potential usad

a one channel description of fusion, we are then able to

instruct the corresponding imaginary component of this inclu-

Lve fusion polarisation potential UPFP), tftruugb the use of an

dispersion relation, and subsequently analyse its

.ve content. We take the rather extensively studied

system as our study case. The extracted IFPP is then

with an appropriate local and angular momentum iiwie-
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pendent inelastic polarisation potential.

To simplify the discussion, we take a twp-oouplad

channel» aedel for op. We call these channels 0 and 1. Eq.

(1)

ion-elastic channel wave, function • *** is related to the

elastic •£** through the well-known relation

= V
where G} + > is the unperturbed inelastic channel Green function

and Vn is the channel coupling interaction. Whereas wj is

the fusion absorption potential, the optical potential that

determines ^** and *i in a one channel description of these

wave functions, contain the effect of the coupling Vu tQ all

orders. The polarisation potential resulting fro* this

coupling (e.g- 0 •• 1 * 0) is

Vv

Xt is an «asy suitterS> to show that

V
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its for the flux lost to channel

\ (dlroct non-elastic process), while the second t t n repre-

sem** flex lost to 1, follows* by fusion. It i s exactly this

«mm TÉiimli gives riso to the second tsx» in Bq. (2). Clearly,

a« the energy i s lowered, laVMkl becomes gradually smaller,
pox

and eventually whan the barrier is reached, one expects a

rather share drop since the barrier acts as a natural

threshold for absorption processes, this indicates that the

firs* %•** la !5> and corresponding the second t e m in (2)

become very snail as the energy is decreased, since
tucocess.

A striking. jiltsiiinweiMin connected with the real

vpoi »oeospa»les the behaviour of 1»*-^ *B* - From

dispersion relation based analysis of near-barrier heavy-ion

elastic scattering9* one finds that in the barrier region

XmY . suffers i t s rapid drop* **Vpol increases as the energy

is lowered further attaining a «a^isra value further down in

the energy axis. Finally, it drops again. Since the direct

inelastic effect* become small as we lower the energy, as

discusses above, we would expect that the inclusive fusion

polarisation potential, aV* Cnsmsly the correction to the

fusion opttml potential, due to channel coupling), to

exhibit a lisbjpHnwr close to that of v p o l.

Ins above discus»too clearly indicates that the

effective barrier height in a one-channel approximation to

fusion (Be.. 12) without the second teem) should be a decreasing
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function of daoraasing osntsr of mass Furthar* alaoa tha

imaginary part of tha IFFP, ImAV* is a small oorraction to

w£, «q. (2)r as far as its influanoa on *o
4* ia concerned,

whatever treatment of absorption dus to fusion, such «a tha

incoming wave boundary condition method which ia tha

ratical basis of tha barriar panatration model, should ba

quita valid for w£ • ImAV if it is valid fur **.

•asad on tha above considerations we

for or, the following partial wave sum representation

where vfl is an appropriate static, energy-1ndspanda»t barrier.

The model we use for T|[ ia simply the one rtimani tonal barrier

penetration model of Bill and «heeler (see preeeeding dis-

cussion)

where 9^ is the position of the barrier, and the

pendence of the le&V is made explicit The quantity tu is

the barrier curvature at B^, and is taken to be energy-inde-

pendent for simplicity. Of courts, if AV̂ fie,E} is known a

priori from a dynamical model, then the reaulting ft», which

is defined as



out energy dependent. Such an energy

of the barrier curvature is crucial to the under-

of Ids» sub-barrier energy dependence of the first

ad ssoond moments of the fusion t-distribution. These mo-

furnish Information about the angular Momentum

distribution of the conpound nucleus are usually

from neutron Multiplicities and compound nucleus

distribution1. In this paper we concentrate

c anA ifUMNce the eneroy dependence of

(«> was used for the analysis of the

^ M e have taken for the nuclear potential

pvestisiity foxsw which gave the following values

for the barris* height vA, V^S^^Snl«60.04 MeV,

MeVt VB(
1*O*ís*Ssi>-59.62 MeV,

MeV, and VB<"o+
&"Sm)*59 35 HeV. Clearly.

is not expected that the calculation of op for the

L*O+"*Sm system with the above value of VQ. using Eq. (7)

Eor TJ with the aeflV̂ -O, will reproduce the experimental data,

i in this system one expects, on general grounds,

deviations from a static one-dimensional barrier

Mmetratlon fusion. Therefore a renor anal i sat ion of the in-

in **©•***«* will be needed in a meaningful analysis

It th* ottos* 0«4m systems. This neans that we take
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V (O+^"SD+ReiVtO+'^Sw) to be the bar** barrier height
B
for the other samarium isotopes.

In figure 1 we show (solid curves) the

vs center of mass energy for the systems *

I, "o+"*Sm and lfo*l**sm. These energy-dependant

corrections to V R seem to exhibit a universal trend just as

the corresponding ones found in the elastic scattering case

discussed by Hagarajan et al.9*. We construct the imaginary

part of AV from the above results for «*AV, using a dispersion

relation. General requirements of causality and analyticity

impose an important constraint on the physical» energy de

pendent elastic scattering optical potential which arises

channel coupling. In general, we have for the elastic

polarisation potential, the following

a*1 (9)

We propose the S U M relation for the inclusive fusion polari-

sation potential under discussion here. Thus we can write

iswediately the following

where we have taken A V 7 to be local» and have fixed r to be

(see earlier discussion). We have solved Bcj, (10) for

V ^ S ) , after representing toi/lE1} with an appropriate
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polynomial expansion parametrization. Our results for

XmAV* (E) are shown as the dashed curves in Fig. (1). The

resulting ImA>T at EJJ^ < 64.0 MeV cones out unphysical (posi-

tive) so we set it equal to sere.

An interesting feature of our results for

XmaV^tE) and Re&V^tE) is that they resemble to some extent

the behaviour of the corresponding inclusive elastic polari-

zation potential . This shows that our procedure of analysis

is consistent since the difference between the inclusive

elastic and fusion polarisation potentials at low energies is

expected to be snail.

He turn now to the reactive content of our in-

clusive fusion polarisation potential. Owing to the fact that

the quadrupole deformation parameter 6 2 gradually increases

fro» 0.0 to 0.27 in going from l**Sm to 15*Sm (including

* ls*Sm and 1 S 2S»), the obvious candidate for the

causing element, in the enhancement of op as one goes from

**i44 to A» 154 is multiple Coulomb and nuclear inelastic

scattering, in fact several coupled channels calculations

have shown that the inclusion of the 2* and 4* states in the

Cc calculation of op does cause a great deal of enhancement

at sub-barrier energies, especially when thr; excitation

energies are small (such as in 1 i sS») 1 3' 1 4'. Thus in the

following we analyse the inelastic component of AV^.

To simplify the discussion we take only the 2 +
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state and consider the corresponding dynamic polarizatxon po-

tential. In general this potential is non-local and í and

E-dependent. Clearly an equivalent local and «,-independent

potential is required in order to directly compare with AV*"

extracted from ô , earlier. El-ltaoui et al. have reoently

calculated such an interaction for the nuclear excitation

using the local plane wave approximation of Love et al. .

He take only the imaginary part cf this potential, which has

the form

where VQ is the strength of the nuclear (proximity> potential

and ft and a its radius and diffusivitiy, respectively. In
E*+

the above k_ • kfi+ • k,+ a kQ --|-, the adiabaticity parameter,
1 7»°and ci is the cosine integral .

W3 have evaluated I» v
i n e l'

 Eí3- H D for the

at>o+ASa« systems, taking for the deformation parameters the

following values 6 2 (
14'Sm)-0.12, B 2 (

l S0Sm)-0.15, 62 (lwSta)-0.24

and 6j (l *"*Sm)-0.27. To be consistent with our analysis of op,

we take 6 2 (lttltSm) -0. With the excitation energies Ef taken

from the nuclear data sheets, we have found that Eq. (11)

gives large values for Z n V^ nei
r reaching order of magnitudes

proportions when compared with our imAV . The reasons are
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several. Multiple Couloab excitations, which is not taken
13 I

into account above * tend to decrease the value of oF , thus

effectively reduces that of I B M . ^ Further the approxima-

tions employed by El-Itaoui et al. are questionable at low

energies. Clearly, an inelastic polarization potential valid

at low energies is missing. It would seen that the

effect of barrier penetration, not taken into account by El-

Itaoui et al. should drastically reduce the value of

ImV , fro» that obtained frc« Eq. ill»,poi

In conclusion* a new Method of analysis of sub

barrier heavy-ion fusion reactions based on the use of an

inverse dispersion relation is developed in this paper and

applied to the system lfcO+AS». It is found that the extracted

inclusive fusion polarisation potential varies with energy in

close correspondence with the energy variation of the inclu-

sive elastic polarization potential. The reactive content of

AV^ is discussed and the need for a theoretical development

of low-energy polarization potential is pointed out.

To end, we should Mention that our present work,If

in a wyt a natural continuation and refinement of the work of

Balantekin et al.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The extracted real part of the inclusive fusion po-

larisation potential ReAv^, vs EQ H for 0+l**S»

(a>r 0*1SiS» (b>, O+l52Sm (c) and Ò* Í MS» (d),

<solid curves). The dashed curves represent XaAVr

as obtained from the inverse dispersion relation,

Eq. <10), see text for details.
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